Quinta da Montanha
SANTIAGO
PANORAMIC VIEWS | MOUNTAIN LOCATION | IDEAL FOR WALKERS

		

Standard Room

A small, simple, family-run hotel which is
blessed by a collection of fantastic views,
defined by the breathtaking surrounding
scenery of mountains and verdant green
landscapes; Quinta da Montanha promises a
peaceful retreat. The hotel is also recognised
as an excellent base for walkers, as well as a
great addition to an island-hopping itinerary,
while its restaurant serves delicious traditional
dishes that source home-grown ingredients.

3 NIGHT ADD-ON FROM

£389
PER PERSON

PRICE INCLUDES
INTERNAL FLIGHTS
& TRANSFERS

PRICING & FLIGHT DETAILS – PAGES 61 & 66

FROM PRICES

Built on a hillside of inland Santiago, 24km
from the capital Praia, this is a hotel that
encapsulates tranquillity on one hand, and
adventure on the other. Combine relaxing
on the recently improved rooftop terrace
and soaking up the vistas with getting out and
about on the walking trails from the hotel.
There are many excellent walking tours you
can enjoy from Quinta da Montanha, allowing
you to soak up the stunning scenery that
inland Santiago showcases.
Quinta’s location is quite remote, so we
recommend maximum stays of three or
four nights and to consider upgrading to
half-board.

DISTANCE TO BEACH: 45 MINUTES’ DRIVE
NUMBER OF ROOMS: 28
TRANSFERS: 45 MINUTES
BOARD BASIS: B&B / HB

HOTEL FACILITIES
• Panoramic restaurant
• Bar
• Rooftop terrace
• Wi-Fi

ROOM FACILITIES
• Double beds
• Communal balconies

WHAT WE LOVE
•	The owner, Lindorfo, and his staff are
extremely friendly; it often feels like you’re
visiting friends in a rural retreat.
• The views from the hotel are quite
simply stunning. Lush green mountains,
birds soaring, farming immersed into the
hillsides and simple local life define the
surroundings.

GOOD TO KNOW
•	It’s possible to walk directly from Quinta da
Montanha to the top of Pico da Antónia,
standing 1,394m high, via a hike of about
six hours.
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